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1. INTRODUCTION
For V a finite-dimensional vector space over any field k, we denote by
w xS s k V the symmetric algebra of V over k. If n is the dimension of V,
then S is isomorphic to the polynomial algebra over k in n commuting
 .indeterminates. We regard Gl V as a group of algebra automorphisms of
S by extending its action on V multiplicatively. For G a subgroup of
 . G GGl V , we denote by S the fixed points of S under G. We call S the
invariant algebra of G; it is the object of study of invariant theory.
 .We suppose that G is a finite subgroup of Gl V . Hilbert and Noether
w x Gproved that S is finitely generated. Serre 5 proved that if S is a
polynomial algebra, then G is a reflection group, that is, G is generated by
 .reflections. We recall an element g of Gl V is said to be a reflection if
 . ..dim g y 1 V s 1; a reflection is often referred to in the literature ask
w xa pseudo-reflection. The converse of Serre's theorem is true 6 if the
characteristic p of k does not divide the order of G; we describe such
groups as nonmodular. We recall that SG is Cohen]Macaulay for all
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nonmodular groups G. However, there are finite elementary Abelian
reflection p-groups with invariant rings that are not Cohen]Macaulay see
w x. w xNakajima 4 . In 1 we study one of Nakajima's classes of examples and
give a simple proof that the associated rings of invariants are not
Cohen]Macaulay. In general, the invariant theory of modular groups, that
is, groups whose orders are divisible by the characteristic of k, is not as
well developed as the invariant theory of nonmodular groups.
In this paper we study the rings of invariants of p-groups over the field
F . Such rings of invariants are always unique factorization domains seep
w x.2, p. 166 . Here we study the ring of invariants of a maximal proper
subgroup H of a p-group G assumed to have a polynomial ring of
invariants. The class of p-groups whose rings of invariants are polynomial
w xhas been characterized by Nakajima 4 . We recall his result here as
Theorem 2.1. We think of H as being ``one step from polynomial.'' Our
main result is that the ring of invariants of the subgroup H is obtained
from the ring of invariants of G by adjoining a single new H-invariant for
 .which we give an explicit construction see Theorem 4.4 . It follows that
the ring of invariants of such a group is a hypersurface. Since the ring of
 .invariants of the upper triangular subgroup of Gl V is a polynomial
w xalgebra 3, Theorem 3.4, p. 328 , there is a rich source of groups to which
our theorem applies.
We have organized the paper as follows. Section 2 recalls the theorem of
Nakajima characterizing p-groups with polynomial rings of invariants. In
Section 3 we study a situation in which we can compute the ring of
invariants of a subgroup from the ring of invariants of the group. In
Section 4 we state and prove the main result, Theorem 4.4.
2. NAKAJIMA'S THEOREM
Notation
 .We will denote by G a p-subgroup of Gl V where V is a finite-dimen-
 .sional vector space over F . Of course, Gl V is a finite group, so ourp
groups G are necessarily finite.
 .For a g S we denote by z a the product of the elements in the orbit of
 . Ga under G. Clearly z a is in S .
We recall that the upper triangular subgroup U we assume one's along
.  .the diagonal of each element of U is a p-Sylow subgroup of Gl V .
Hence, by replacing G by some conjugate of G is necessary, we may
assume that there is a basis for V with respect to which G is upper
triangular.
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 4We let B s x , . . . , x be one such basis. Then we have S (1 n
w x w  .  .x GF x , . . . , x and F z x , . . . , z x ; S . It is not difficult to see thatp 1 n p 1 n
  . < 4z x 1 F l F n is algebraically independent and, indeed, is a homoge-l
neous system of parameters for SG, since 0 is the only common root of
  .4 nz x in K where K is an algebraic closure of F . In other words, wel p
have that SG is a finitely generated module over the subpolynomial
w  .x G w  .xalgebra F z x . If, in fact, we have that S s F z x , then, of course,p l p l
SG is a polynomial algebra and it is not difficult to show directly that G is
a reflection group. Or we may use Serre's result quoted above. What is
difficult to prove in this situation is the converse. This is the celebrated
w xtheorem of Nakajima 4 , which we state as
THEOREM 2.1. With the abo¨e notation, SG is a polynomial algebra if and
 4only if there is a basis B s x ¬ 1 F l F n of V for which G is upperl
G w  . < xtriangular and such that S s F z x 1 F l F n . In addition, each g g Gp l
can be uniquely written as
g s g ??? g ,n 1
 <  . 4where g g G s h g G h x s x , for i / l . We note that each nontri¨ iall l i i
element of G is a reflection and that G is a subgroup of G. We ha¨e, inl l
addition,
G eG G e ??? eG ??? G s G.n n ny1 n 1
G normalizes G for k F l. Also, for g, h g G , we ha¨ek l l
gh y 1 x s g y 1 x q h y 1 x . 2.1 .  .  .  .  .  .  .l l l
Finally, G is generated by reflections.
Remark 2.1. The most natural example to which the theorem applies is
the upper triangular group itself.
 .We recall from the Introduction that a reflection g g Gl V has the
 . .property that dim g y 1 V s 1, in other words, g fixes a hyperplane WFp
 .of V pointwise .
LEMMA 2.2. A reflection of order a power of p is in fact of order p.
 4Proof. This is not hard to see. We may always choose a basis x , . . . , x1 n
for V going through the hyperplane W fixed by g. That is, we may suppose
 .  .g x s x if 1 F l F n y 1. Now we must have g x s ax q w for somel l n n
 .a g F and w g W. But a s det g . Now g has determinant 1, since it isp
i .conjugate to an upper triangular matrix. Consequently g x s x q iw byn n
p . pa simple induction. Therefore g x s x . That is, g fixes every elementn n
pof V, so g is the identity.
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Remark 2.2. We note that the subgroups G of the theorem are, inl
fact, the pointwise stabilizers of the hyperplanes determined by x , that is,l
 4the hyperplanes with basis x , . . . , x , . . . , x , for 1 F l F n. We observeÃ1 l n
that every nontrivial element of G is necessarily a reflection and hence ofl
order p by Lemma 2.2.
The main object of study of this paper is the ring of invariants of a
maximal proper subgroup of such a group G.
3. TWO PROPOSITIONS
We prove a result that provides the template for the structure of the
ring of invariants of maximal proper subgroups of the groups G of
Nakajima's Theorem 2.1.
PROPOSITION 3.1. We let A denote an integral domain of characteristic p,
and we let G be a finite group of automorphisms of A. We take H to be a
w xmaximal proper subgroup of G and assume that k s G: H F p. We take g
to be an element of G such that the group generated by H and g equals G. We
 . .assume that there is an element a of A such that g y 1 a s b is an element
of AG, and that for e¨ery c g AH there is an element d g A, depending on c
 . . H Gw xsuch that g y 1 c s bd. Then A s A a .
 .G  .HProof. We note that Q A is a proper subfield of Q A because H
 .G  G.is a proper subgroup of G. We also note that Q A s Q A and
 .H  H . G HQ A s Q A . Therefore we obtain that A is a proper subring of A .
H  . .So there is a c in A such that g y 1 c / 0. This observation and the
 . .  . .hypothesis that g y 1 c is a multiple of g y 1 a s b give us that
 .Gb / 0. Hence a does not lie in Q A . Together with the maximality of H,
this gives that
ky1
H G G iw xQ A s Q A a s Q A a . 3.1 .  .  .  .[
is0
We let m denote a nonnegative integer, and we show by induction on m
that
GH m H G m 4  4A l Q A 1, a, . . . , a s A l A 1, a, . . . , a , 3.2 .  .
 .G m4  G m4.where Q A 1, a, . . . , a respectively A 1, a, . . . , a denotes the
 .G  G.  m4 GQ A respectively A module spanned by 1, a, . . . , a . Since A is
H  .G G H Gintegrally closed, we observe that A l Q A s A s A l A , estab-
lishing the result for m s 0.
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 4We suppose now m ) 0. We take g , . . . , g to be a system of repre-1 k
  ..sentatives for the right cosets of H in G. We note that  t y g a isl l
w x Gpolynomial of degree k s G: H with coefficients in A . This polynomial
is independent of the particular choice of coset representatives, since
a g AH and one of its roots is a, since for some l, g g H. Therefore, wel
have
ak g AG q AGa q ??? qAGaky1. 3.3 .
G m4 G ky14Hence, if m G k, we have that A 1, a, . . . , a equals A 1, a, . . . , a .
So by the induction hypothesis we have that, if m G k, then Eq. 3.2 is true.
We now assume 0 - m - k and let c be any element of AH l
 .G m4  .GQ A 1, a, . . . , a . We take d , . . . , d to be elements of Q A such0 m
that
c s d q d a q ??? qd am . 3.4 .0 1 m
 . .We recall that b s g y 1 a ; by hypothesis, there is an element e g A
 . .such that g y 1 c s be. We note that
be s g y 1 c .  .
m ms d q d a q b q ??? qd a q b y d q ??? qd a , .  .  .0 1 m 0 m
by Eq. 3.4, and hence we may write
be s md amy 1b q w , 3.5 .m
 .G my 24where w is an element of Q A 1, a, . . . , a .
G  .We use this equation and the fact that b g A by hypothesis to
 .G my 14  .H w xconclude that e lies in Q A 1, a, . . . , a . So e g Q A a l A s
AH, since AH is integrally closed and so we may apply the induction
hypothesis to e and conclude that e g AG q AGa q ??? qAGamy 1. Hence
by Eq. 3.5 we have that
md amy 1 q ¨ s e g AG q AGa q ??? qAGamy 1 ,m
 .G  my 24 Gwhere ¨ s wr b g Q A 1, a, . . . , a , since b g A . Now
 my 14  .G1, a, . . . , a is independent over Q A by Eq. 3.1, since m - k s
w x my 1G: H F p by hypothesis. So, by comparing coefficients of a in this
equation, we conclude md g AG. But m is invertible in A, since m - km
F p by hypothesis. Hence m is invertible in AG and so we have d g AG.m
Now we may apply the induction hypothesis to c y d am and concludem
m G my 14that c y d a g A 1, a, . . . , a . That is, we have proved Eq. 3.2.m
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Now Eq. 3.2 implies that we have
GH H Gw x w xA l Q A a s A l A a . .
G H H G . w x  . w xBut, by Eq. 3.1, Q A a s Q A . So we have A s A a .
We finish this section with
PROPOSITION 3.2. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 3.1 we ha¨e that H
is a normal subgroup of G of index p.
 . . p py1Proof. We define b s g y 1 a and z s a y ab . We observe
that z g AH and is fixed by g and hence that z g AG. We define the
 . p py1  .polynomial f t s t y b t y z and note that the coefficients of f t lie
G  .in A . We also observe that the roots of f t are a, a q b, a q 2b, . . . ,
 .a q p y 1 b, and every element of G permutes these roots. That is, for
 .every h in G we have that h a s a q lb for some integer l. Now we
 .   . .define f h s h a y a rb and observe that f is a surjective homomor-
phism from G to the additive group of F . The kernel of f is H becausep
 .Hevery element of G that fixes a must also fix every element of Q A by
 .  .GEq. 3.1, and because G g kernel f , since a f Q A . As the kernel of a
homomorphism, H is a normal subgroup of G; since also GrH s
 . w ximage f s F , we have that G: H s p.p
4. OUR MAIN THEOREM
We suppose that G is a p-group with a polynomial ring of invariants so
that Theorem 2.1 applies. We will denote by B a basis for V as described
 <  . 4in that theorem. We will continue to let G s g g G g x s x , i / l .l i i
If H is any subgroup of G, we define H s H l G and define K s hl l
< 4g H h s h ??? h , h g H .n 1 l l
LEMMA 4.1. With the notation abo¨e:
 .1 K is a subgroup of G.
 .2 If H is normal in G, then so is K.
 . w x3 If G, G is a subgroup of H, then it is also a subgroup of K.
We now suppose that H is a maximal proper subgroup of G, so that
w xG: H s p and H eG. Then we must have, for 1 F l F n, that either
w xH s G or G : H s p. We let s be the number of l's for which the latterl l l l
condition holds. We will denote these by l for 1 F j F s and order themj
so that l - ??? - l .1 s
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Remark 4.1. By the ``if'' part of Theorem 2.1, S K is a polynomial
algebra.
w x  .Now H is maximal, so we have G, G ; H, and so by Lemma 4.1 3 , we
w xhave G, G ; K. By Theorem 2.1 G is a reflection group; we saw in
Lemma 2.2 that a reflection in G has order p. Thus we may conclude that
GrK is an elementary Abelian p-group of order ps.
Now, for 1 F j F s, we must have that G is generated by H and somel lj j
element g g G . It is clear that we may choose g so that h s gy1 g g Hj l j j s jj
 < 4  <for 1 F j - s. Clearly g 1 F j F s is a basis for G mod K, and h 1 F jj j
4F s is independent mod K. It follows that H must be the group gener-
 < 4ated by K and h 1 F j - s .j
LEMMA 4.2. Let g g G for k - l . Then, for h g H , we ha¨ek j l j
g g h y 1 x s a g h9 y 1 x , .  . .  . /j l j lj j
for some h9 g H and a g FU , depending on g and not on h. Also, h9 runsl pj
through H as h does.l j
Proof. We first recall Eq. 2.1 from Theorem 2: for 1 F i F n and
 . .  . .  . .g, h g G we have gh y 1 x s g y 1 x q h y 1 x . Now g nor-i i i i
malizes G and so also H s H l G , since H eG. So for h g H andl l l lj j j j
g g G we havek
y1 y1g g h y 1 x s gg g ghg y 1 x , 4.1 . .  . . .  . /j l j lj j
 . y1 a  .since g x s x . But gg g ' g H for some a , 1 F a F p y 1. Sol l j j lj j j
 . y1 ag g h g s g h0, where h0 runs through H , as h does. But then by Eq.j j l j
2.1,
g ah0 y 1 x s a g y 1 x q h0 y 1 x . . .  .  . . .j l j l lj j j
However, h0 has order p and 1 F a F p y 1, and so there is a h9 g Hl j
 .asuch that h9 s h0 and h9 runs through H as h0 does. Consequently, byl j
 .aEq. 2.1 as applied to h9 ,
g h y 1 x s a g y 1 x q a h9 y 1 x s a g h9 y 1 x , . .  .  .  . .  .  .j l j l l j lj j j j
again using Eq. 2.1.
We define, for 1 F j F s,
<X s g h y 1 x h g H . . . 5j j l lj j
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We note that X is contained in the span of x , . . . , x . Clearly we havej 1 l y1j
< < < < < <X s H , where X denotes the cardinality of the set X.j l j
We also define
t s x g S.j  /
xgX j
We also define
s
X s X and w s x g S,D j  /
xgXjs1
w
u s , 1 F j F s and finally, z s h x , .j j l jt hgHj lj
 .1 F j F s. We note that z s z x in the notation established in Re-j l j
mark 4.1.
It is important for applications to be able to compute the degrees of
< < < < < < < <these elements. We have X s H , so that t s H . We recall, how-j l j lj j
<  . <ever, that H has index p in G for 1 F j F s. Also, we have z x sl l lj j j
< < dl < < dl y1 < < < <j jG s p , say. We conclude that t s p . We also note that t s z .l j j jj
LEMMA 4.3. These elements t , w, and u are in SG.j j
Proof. We recall that G is generated by its subgroups G , 1 F k F n,k
so it is sufficient to prove that these elements are fixed by every element of
G . So we take any element g g G and suppose that j is fixed, 1 F j F s.k k
If k G l , then g fixes each element of X , and so there is nothing to provej j
in this case. So we may as well assume that k - l . For h g H we havej l j
 . .  . .g g h y 1 x s a g h9 y 1 x , for some nonzero a g F dependingj l j l pj j
on g and not on h, and where h9 runs through H as h does, by Lemmal j
4.2. Consequently, we may conclude that g permutes the set X up to aj
U  .factor a g F . Since g has order p recall Lemma 2.2 , it follows thatp
a s 1, and so g fixes t and w.j
We now define
s
a s u z , j j
js1
 4 G K w  . < xso a is linear in z over S . We recall S s F z x 1 F i F n . We notej p i
< < < <that w s a .
THEOREM 4.4. Suppose H is a maximal proper subgroup in a p-group G
and that G has a polynomial ring of in¨ariants. Then, with a defined as abo¨e,
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we ha¨e
py1
H G G iw xS s S a s S a .[
is0
H G  py14That is, S is the free S -module with basis 1, a, . . . , a . In particu-
lar, S H is a hypersurface and hence a Cohen]Macaulay ring. Moreo¨er,
p py1 p  .  .a y w a s  u z x , where z x is the product of the elements in thej l lj j
orbit of x under G.l j
Proof. The bulk of the proof occurs in the following three steps.
Step 1. a g S K.
Proof. By Lemma 4.3 we have u g SG ; S K. We also have that K isj
the group generated by H , 1 F k F n. So it suffices to show that eachk
element of H fixesk
z s h x , .j l j
hgHlj
for 1 F j F s. We let g g H . If k ) l then g fixes each factor of z and ifk j j
k s l , then g permutes the factors of z . Thus we may suppose thatj j
y1 .  .k - l . We have, for h g H , that ghg x s gh x . But g normalizesj l l lj j j
H , and so, again, g permutes the factors of z .l jj
Step 2. a g S H.
Proof. For 1 F j F s we let
f T s T q h y 1 x , .  .  .  .j l j
hgHlj
 . . < 4where T is an indeterminate. Since h y 1 x h g H is a subspace ofl lj j
 .V, it follows that f T is linear in T , and, moreover,j
s
a s u f x . . j j l j
js1
 y1 < 4We recall that H is generated by K and h s g g 1 F j - s . So it isj s j
 .sufficient to prove that a is fixed by h . We first show that g z s z q tj j j j j
 .for 1 F j F s. Now f T is a polynomial in T , whose coefficients are fixedj
 . .by g , since h y 1 x is fixed by g for each h g H . Thusj l j lj j
g z s g f x s f g x s f x q f g y 1 x , .  .  .  .  . . .  . .j j j j l j j l j l j j lj j j j
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 .  . .  . .since f T is linear in T . Since g y 1 x q h y 1 x sk j l lj j
 . .  .  . ..g h y 1 x , it follows from the definition of f T that f g y 1 x isj l j j j lj j
equal to t , and so we havej
g z s z q t . 4.2 .  .j j j j
Using the proof of the previous step, it is easy to see that g fixes z ifj k
k / j. Thus
s
g a s g u a s a q u t s a q w 4.3 .  .j j k k k k /
ks1
for 1 F j F s. Finally, for 1 F j - s, we have
h a s gy1 g a s gy1 a q w s a. .  .  .j s j s
This finishes the proof of Step 2.
H Gw xStep 3. S s S a .
Proof. We apply Proposition 3.1 with g s g and A s S. By Eq. 4.3 wes
 . . Ghave g y 1 a s w, and by Lemma 4.3 w g S .
H  . .We take c g S . We wish to show that w divides g y 1 c in S.
However, w is the product of elements of V of the form
¨ s g h y 1 x , . .h j l j
for some j, 1 F j F s, and some h g H . These ¨ are distinct by defini-l hj
tion of w. But we have gy1 g g H for all j, and soj
g y 1 c s g h y 1 c , .  .  . .j
for all h g H, since c g S H, which we observe is divisible by ¨ in S. Ith
 . .follows that g y 1 c is divisible by w, as required. Hence Proposition 3.1
applies and the proof of Step 3 is complete.
We now show
s
p py1 p Ga y w a s u z x g S , . j l j
js1
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 .where, as above, z x is the product of the elements of the orbit of xl lj j
under G. It is clear that
py1
az x s x s g h x .  .  l j lj j /
 . as0 hgHxgG x ll l jj j
py1 py1
as g z s z q a t , .  . j j j j
as0 as0
by Eq. 4.2, and since g fixes t by Lemma 4.3,j j
z x s z p y t py1z . .l j j jj
The formula follows, since a s s u z and u t s w for all j.js1 j j j j
The rest of the proof of the theorem now follows by Galois theory.
COROLLARY 4.5. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.4 and in the nota-
tion abo¨e, S H is a polynomial algebra if and only if u s 1, for some j,j
1 F j F s.
w xProof. ¥ Suppose u s 1 for some k. Then a s  u z q z ,k j/ k j j k
and so
a p y w py1a s u pz x q z x . 4.4 .  . . j l lj k
j/k
G w  .  .x  .We recall u and w belong to S s F z x , . . . , z x . Here z x isj p 1 n j
defined to be the product of all elements in the G-orbit of x . We recallj
<  . < < <that z is the product of all elements in the H -orbit of x . So z x s Gj l l l lj j j j
< < < <and z s H .j l j
< < < < < < < < <  . <Therefore, we conclude u F w s a s z - z x . It follows thatj k lk$
w  .  .x Ãu and w are in F z x , . . . , z x , . . . , z x , where denotes deletion. .j p 1 l nk
 . w  . < xBut then we may use Eq. 4.4 to conclude z x g F a, z x j / l .l p j kk
H Gw x H w  .xBut, by Theorem 4.4, we have S s S a , and so S s F a, z x ,p j
j / l and so is polynomial.k
w x H« Suppose S is polynomial, so that we have
H w xS s F a, z x s F f , . . . , f , 4.5 .  .p j p 1 n
<  . < < <with P z x s pP f .j i
 4We may assume that there is a permutation p of 1, . . . , n such that
 . <  . < <  . <1 z x F ??? F z x ,p 1. p n.
 . < < < <2 f F ??? F f , and1 n
 . < < <  . <3 f F z x , 1 F j F n,j p  j.
by the Marriage theorem.
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Therefore, there is an r with the properties
 . < < <  . <1 f s z x , j / r, 1 F j F n.j p  j.
 . < < <  . <2 p f s z x .r p  r .
 . w xSince z x g F f , . . . , f , it is straightforward to see that we mayi p 1 n
 . w xassume that f s z x for 1 F j - r. By Eq. 4.5, f g F a, f , . . . , f ,j p  j. r p 1 ry1
 4and since f , . . . , f , f is algebraically independent, a must divide at1 ry1 r
< < < < w xleast one term of f , and so a F f . Similarly, we have a g F f , . . . , fr r p 1 r
w x < < < < < < < <and a f F f , . . . , f , and so f F a . Thus a s f ; so, in particular,p 1 ry1 r r
< <  .a is a pth power. In addition, a s a f q g f , . . . , f with 0 / a g F .r 1 ry1 p
H w xIt follows that S s F f , . . . , f , a, f , . . . , f .p 1 ry1 rq1 r
Now a s s u z . Suppose u / 1 for all j. Thenjs1 j j j
< < < <z x s p z F a , .l jj
  .  .4and so l g p 1 , . . . , p r y 1 for all j.j
<  . < <  . <We denote z x by d. We suppose that z x s d for r F i F up  r . p  i.
< < <  . < < <F n, with f s z x ) d if u - n. Then f s d for r q 1 F i Fuq1 p uq1. i
u. So for such i,
u
z x s a f q g f , . . . , f , a , .  .p  i. i j j i 1 ry1
jsrq1
for some a g F and g a polynomial in r indeterminates. It follows thati j p i
there are b g F , not all zero, such thati p
u
w xz s b z x g F f , . . . , f , a . . i p  i. p 1 ry1
isr
This implies, for some i, r F i F u, that x d is a monomial summand ofp  i.
  .  .4z. This contradicts the facts that l g p 1 , . . . , p r y 1 for 1 F j F sj
 .and that f s z x for 1 F i F r y 1. Thus u s 1 for some j.i p  i. j
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